


The world is full of inspiration, where art
and music not only inspire, but bring
communities together. This past October
LavaStage launched their first LIVE event
ENCORE, bringing people together to
celebrate the creativity inside all of us.
Held in the artistic city of Gothenburg,
Sweden, the first of many international
events, LavaStage invited local musicians,
poets, and artists to an epic evening,
supporting and discovering talent.

This intimate affair with over 200
attendees was a soft launch for the events
that LavaStage is bringing to the new year!
In sponsorship with Contrast Public House,
a gastropub, there was amazing cocktails
and food to combine with our live music,
poetry readings, and interactive art
installation, allowing attendees to
participate in what LavaStage is all about;
creating opportunities for artists and
making memorable connections. 

 

About The Event 



 

In our evening of celebration, we embraced the
community; sharing our vision as a platform
striving for artistic and environmental prosperity.
Our event aimed at informing and entertaining;
exploring all the benefits of LavaStage, and who
we are at our core. 

At ENCORE, our lineup was hand picked to share
a variety of skills, genres, and to invite the public
to see a showcase of unknown talent. We
welcomed locals to support and discover some
phenomenal artists, and brought opportunities
to bands, poets, and artists to gain experience,
exposure, and share their creative passions. 

As we shared our love for creation, we also
shared our love for collaboration and the future
events and initiatives LavaStage is working on.
Attendees were given an exclusive look into our
next event, The Global Unity Mural, where we
have partnered with the World Health
Organisation to create the largest collaborative
mural of our modern day!   

As we continue to grow as a platform, we are
excited to have shared this launch party with
such incredible talents, bringing great success to
ENCORE. We present to you our full ENCORE
recap in this newsletter.



Art

Community Art Project: Everyones an Artist 

 
An exciting and fun collaborative event was available for all our attendees.
Over the course of our event, people could visit our pop-up art studio,
where everyone was supplied with paints and a canvas to express the
creativity in their soul. These works of art, as seen in the collage above, have
been created by over 20 different individuals, all with a unique style and
vision. As LavaStage fosters community expression in this art project, this
collage will be printed onto our very own LavaStage merchandise, which will
be available on our marketplace! This initiative is inspired to celebrate the 
 artist in all of us, and to support those brave enough to share it. To all our
attendees who participated, we thank you. 



In our lineup of talented international
musicians, AIWIA rocked the evening with
their original songs.

As LavaStage strives to create a place for
undiscovered artists, we are proud to
have presented AIWIA for their first ever
live performance!  Their confidence and
skill filled the venue with an immense
energy. This 5-piece rock band stems
from influences such as Modest Mouse,
Grandaddy, and Interpol.

Their unique sound captivated the
audience and AIWIA is surely a band to
watch! We are excited to be a part of their
journey, seen first on LavaStage! 

 



Performance Recap: Aurora Moon & Luis RB 

A truly ethereal, thought provoking talent, LavaStage welcomed Aurora Moon
and Luis RB to the stage! The lights were dimmed, the audience was silent,
caught in between the unique pop/rnb stylings of this incredible duo.

Performing both originals and covers, Aurora and Luis mesmerized the
audience with their voices, lyrics, and riffs. This duo is currently working on
recording their music, and we can't wait to hear their products and welcome
them back to the stage in our future events.
 



A duo for the ages! BLUE
DOOR captivated the audience
with their soulful, acoustic
sound. 

Artists continue to transition
over time, and this band was
originally a 4-piece group,
writing, recording and
performing rock music! As
group members left, Kalle and
Thomas of BLUE DOOR
remained and debuted their
new format for the first time
on our stage! 

Performing both originals and
covers, their versatile duets
brought the house down!

They are currently releasing an
EP album and we at LavaStage
can't wait to hear it! 

 



Poetry

For some, creativity is shared on a canvas, through
instruments, and song. For others, it is shared with
spoken word; Poetry. ENCORE presented two
international poets to share their most inquisitive,
emotional, and breathtaking poetry. 

Expression comes in many forms, and German poet Leon
Virchow shared his with Haikus on stage for the first time!
This ancient and beautiful style was presented in both his
native tongue, German, as well as in English, where he
touched upon the intersection between nature and
emotion. His poetry not only shared an internal
description of what it is to exist, but also presented
insights and a historical perspective on the evolution and
creation of Haiku. 

American poet Sarah DeArruda graced the stage with her
melodic poems inspired by truth. Her poetry is based on
life experience, and the pain and suffering seen in this
world. She connects real world themes in a symbolic
fashion,  using her poetry for expression and
whistleblowing.

It was an honor to be the stage that these artists debuted
on, and we look forward to seeing their future in the arts. 



ENCORE is just the beginning!
LavaStage continues to plan events,

create competitions and
opportunities around the world. Be

sure to follow us on social media and
join our site to stay up to date on all

things artistic.

www.lavastage.com

A special thanks to Homam Miari for photographing our
event and supplying the digitals used in this newsletter. 
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